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Water spray quenching distinguished itself as a promising method for industry
production, especially for the parts which require good mechanical strength
while simultaneously retaining the initial toughness. Studies have shown that the
heat transfer process during the spray quenching is mostly influenced by the
spray impingement density, particle velocities and sizes. The application of advanced numerical methods still plays insufficient role in the development of the
production process, in spite of the fact that industry today is facing major challenges that can be met only by development of new and more efficient systems using advanced tools for product development, one of which is CFD. Taking the
above stated, the object of this research is numerical simulation of spray quenching process in order to determine validity of mathematical models implemented
within the commercial CFD code Fire, especially droplet evaporation/condensation and droplet-wall heat transfer model. After review of the relevant literature suitable benchmark case was selected and simulated by employing
discrete droplet method for the spray treatment and Eulerian approach for the
gas phase description. Simulation results indicated that existing droplet/wall heat
transfer model is not able to reproduce heat transfer of dense water spray. Thus,
Lagrangian spray model was improved by implementing experimental correlation for heat transfer coefficient during spray quenching. Finally, verification of
the implemented model was assessed based on the conducted simulations and
recommendations for further improvements were given.
Key words: spray quenching, CFD, spray/wall interaction, heat transfer

Introduction

The need for high density heat flux dissipation exists in many areas such as metallurgy, electronic devices [1, 2], aerospace engineering, nuclear industry, X-ray medical devices, high power lasers, etc. Spray cooling is the most effective direct cooling technique [3].
It provides homogenous temperature distribution across the cooling surface. Applications of
spray cooling can be divided into two major groups: low temperature steady-state cooling and
high temperature transient cooling [4]. In literature there is abundance of experimental studies, but it is very scarce in numerical description of spray quenching. For example, Yao and
Cox [5] developed correlations for spray heat transfer effectiveness and Leidenfrost tempera––––––––––––––
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ture based on the Reynolds and Weber numbers, where spray mass velocity was substituted in
their definition instead of droplet velocity. Puschmann and Specht [6] investigated influence
of water impingement density, distribution of drop diameter, distribution of drop velocity,
surface temperature and air flow in spray cooling with twin fluid nozzle. Jha et al. [7] experimentally studied air atomized spray cooling of a moving steel plate by varying plate velocity
and water flow rate. Chen et al. [8] experimentally investigated influence of mean droplet
flux, sauter mean diameter and droplet velocity on spray cooling effectiveness at critical heat
flux. The same authors in one of their earlier works [9] investigated the effects of same parameters on critical heat flux. Silk et al. [10] performed spray cooling heat flux measurements
on three different enhanced surfaces with different spray axis inclination. Ciofalo et al. [11]
performed experimental investigation of spray cooling in nucleate boiling and single-phase
heat transfer regimes. Visaria and Mudawar [12] examined effects of subcooling on critical
heat flux of spray cooling and also used experimental data to develop correlation for critical
heat flux. Mascarenhas and Mudawar [13] presented overview of correlations found in literature for different heat transfer regimes found in spray quenching process. Al-Ahmadi and Yao
[14] conducted extensive experimental investigation for the spray cooling of high-temperature
steel using different types of industrial nozzles and varied spray angle, water mass flux and
orientation of spray with respect to gravity. Liang and Mudawar [15] performed review of
single phase and nucleate boiling regimes in spray cooling and key spray parameters influencing heat transfer performance were identified. Zhao et al. [16] developed heat transfer model
based on energy conservation that takes into account contribution of five mechanisms during
spray cooling: droplet-film impact, film-surface convective heat transfer, heat transfer induced by wall nucleation bubbles and secondary nucleation bubbles, and environmental heat
transfer. Shedd and Pautsch [17] made detailed parametric study of heat transfer on prototype
of spray impingement cooling system with single and multiple nozzle array. Mascarenhas and
Mudawar [18] conducted parametric investigation of spray quenching thick metal alloy tubes
based on derived analytical model for the determination of the shape and size of the spray
impact zone. Mudawar and Estes [19] investigated spray cooling of a hot surface by varying
nozzle-to-surface distance and developed theoretical model that was able to predict spray
volumetric flux distribution across the impinging surface. Visaria and Mudawar [20] developed model that predicts spatial distribution of volumetric flux and spray impact area as a
function of spray inclination. In the same paper they also investigated effect of spray inclination, flow rates and subcooling on spray cooling and critical heat flux.
Tseng et al. [21] gave an overview of heat transfer coefficient correlations for spray
cooling. Most of the correlations from the literature are presented in empirical form which can
hinder underlying physics. Based on the conducted literature review it can be stated that spray
cooling is highly complex process dependent on large number of parameters [15]: liquid type,
liquid saturation temperature, liquid subcooling, thermophysical properties of liquid, ambient
pressure, thermophysical properties of surrounding vapor/gas, surface parameters, flow parameters, and geometrical parameters of spray nozzle. However, following three parameters
play crucial role in in spray cooling: droplet size, droplet velocity, and volumetric flux.
The CFD is today being employed for numerical modelling of various physical processes with pronounced practical significance, for example: heat transfer of a turbulent jet
impinging on a moving plate [22], numerical investigation of film cooling [23], use of autoignition tabulation for complex chemistry combustion mechanisms [24], design of top combustion hot blast stove [25], influence of biofuel addition to diesel fuel [26] and numerical
analysis of cement calciner [27]. Regarding spray cooling, one of rare numeric studies was
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presented in [28] where authors implemented correlation of Wendelstorf et al. [29] for heat
transfer coefficient as a part of enhanced Euler-Eulerian model for the simulation of spray
quenching process. It provided solid basis for numerical implementation because it encompasses wide range of experimental conditions and is only depended upon two parameters,
namely impingement density and temperature difference between wall and spray droplets.
Based on the presented overview, the object of this research is twofold. First, numerical simulation of spray quenching process is conducted in order to determine validity of
mathematical models implemented within the commercial CFD code Fire, especially dropletwall heat transfer model. It was found that current droplet/wall heat transfer model is unable
to cope with effects of pronounced wall wetting even in the case of fairly dilute spray produced by air assisted atomizer. Thus, Lagrangian spray model was improved by implementing
experimental correlation for heat transfer coefficient during spray quenching. First results
indicate favorable outcome.
Mathematical model

This section presents some basics of most important underlying mathematical models including solution of the gas phase using general transport equation, Lagrangian description of spray inside computational domain, model for spray interaction with wall including
heat transfer and finally different heat transfer regimes with correlation from
Wendelstorf et al. [29].
Gas phase

Mass conservation law for differential element of fluid in Cartesian co-ordinate system can be expressed by following equation:



(u j )  0
t x j

(1)

where ρ is the fluid density, t represents time, xj are the x-Cartesian co-ordinates and uj is the
velocity vector components. For incompressible fluid, eq. (1), states that the divergence of
velocity is equal to zero.
Momentum conservation law for differential, incompressible element of Newtonian
fluid can be written in the following form:
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Equations (1) and (2) are also known as Navier-Stokes equations.
Energy conservation law is written:
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where i is specific internal energy of fluid.
The observed commonalities between presented governing equations enable introduction of a general scalar variable φ, with whom general conservative form of all fluid flow
equations can be stated:
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In the previous equation four characteristic members can be distinguished each with
distinct physical meaning: first term on the left hand side represents time rate of change of
scalar variable φ, second term on the left hand side is convective transport of the same variable, first term on the right hand side describes diffusional transport of φ, whilst the last term
of the equation is source/sink of the variable φ due to various other mechanisms. General
transport eq. (4) represents foundation for the numerical theory of CFD. In this work conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy based on Reynolds averaging were solved.
Lagrangian spray

Discrete droplet method (DDM) [30] still remains industrial standard for numerical
spray description [31] in spite the fact that Euler Eulerian size of class model has gained attention recently for specific tasks, such as computation of dense sprays [32]. The DDM is
grouping droplets of the same size and physical properties into parcels and numerically solves
only differential equations of parcels, thus enabling more efficient calculations. Otherwise, it
would be computationally impossible to solve differential equations for every spray droplet.
Lagrangian description of motion uses initial conditions for every parcel and describes the motion of particles inside computational domain by relying onto Newton’s second
law of motion which states that the net force on an object is equal to the rate of change of its
linear momentum in an inertial reference frame:
md

duid
 Fidr  Fig  Fip  Fib
dt

(5)

where md and uid are droplet mass and droplet velocity, Fidr is the drag force, Fig represents
gravity and buoyancy, Fip is the pressure force and Fib takes into account other external forces. Drag force and gravity effects are only relevant for spray cooling application. Therefore
follows:
md

duid
 Fidr  Fig
dt

(6)

uid could be obtained by integrating above equation and afterwards it is used to finally calculate parcel trajectory:
dxid
 uid
dt

(7)

Spray/wall interaction model

Experimental investigation carried out by Kuhnke [33] revealed four different regimes of spray-wall interactions depending on two non-dimensional parameters, namely nondimensional wall temperature and non-dimensional droplet velocity. Non-dimensional temperature is ratio between wall temperature TW and droplet saturation temperature TS:
T* 

TW
TS

(8)

Non-dimensional droplet velocity is defined as:
K

( d Dd )3/ 4 ud,5/4

 d1/ 2 d1/ 4

(9)

where ρd is the droplet density, Dd represents droplet diameter, ud,﬩ is the wall normal component of the droplet velocity, σd is a surface tension and μd is the dynamic viscosity of droplet.
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By using non-dimensional wall temperature and non-dimensional droplet velocity it is possible
to identify following droplet wall interaction regimes: deposition, splash, rebound, and thermal
breakup. More details can be found in [33].
Wruck heat transfer model

Heat transfer between impinged spray droplet and hot wall is treated with model developed by Wruck [34] which conveniently utilizes the four regime map of the Kuhnke model. It is one of the aims of this study to investigate validity of this model for spray quenching
applications.
Heat transferred to the droplet is calculated taking into account heat penetration coefficients b of droplet and wall, temperature difference between wall and droplet, and contact
time:
Q  Acont

2 tdc bW bd
(TW  Td )
π bW  bd

(10)

Contact time is calculated depending on the non-dimensional droplet velocity defined with eq. (9):
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Quenching heat transfer coefficient

Heat transfer regimes during quenching can be characterized according to temperature difference between surface and cooling water onto: single phase regime, nucleate boiling
regime, transition boiling regime and film boiling regime. Heat transfer correlation developed
by Wendelstorf et al. [29] takes into account wide range of operating conditions and is suitable for dense sprays, for temperature difference >180 °C. In this correlation heat transfer coefficient is only function of temperature difference between droplet and wall, and spray impingement density:
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In order to assess accuracy of the correlation, its results were compared with experimental results reported in [29], where disc made of 99.3% pure nickel with diameter of
70 mm and 1 mm thickness was cooled from 1200 °C by spraying water. Figure 1 depicts
results of this comparison, and it can be readily seen that agreement with experiment improves with increasing spray impingement density and temperature difference. Consequently,
correlation is able to better describe high temperature regimes in conditions of abundant spray
cooling. Overall, the agreement with experiment is satisfactory and this correlation was basis
for heat transfer modeling of spray cooling process in commercial CFD code Fire.
It was implemented in commercial CFD code Fire where heat transfer coefficient
calculated according to the correlation from [29] was used for assessment of heat sink of the
wall and heat source of the droplet. At this point it should be noted that results of CFD simulation with newly implemented model should be compared with correlation results itself, not
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with experiment because it has been proven in fig. 1 that correlation has some discrepancies
with respect to experiment. Only matching between CFD and correlation results verifies implemented procedure.

Figure 1. Comparison of correlation for spray cooling with
experimental measurements reported in [29]

Numerical simulation settings and results

This section is divided as follows ‒ first, validity of existent heat transfer model described in the previous section was determined on the experimental work carried by Puschmann and Specht [4] and afterwards, newly implemented correlation for heat transfer coefficient was validated against literature quenching curve.
Wruck heat transfer model for quenching applications

In this section the spray calibration results are explained and then calibrated spray
was used for the simulation of spray quenching.
Spray calibration

In order to carry out spray calibration, hexahedron mesh was generated with the resolution corresponding to the patternator used in [6], i. e. 4.5 mm. For the simulation, default
numerical settings in Fire and time step of 10e−4 s were used. Final calibration results are
shown in fig. 2, where it can be noticed fairly good agreement with experimental results.
Final set of spray parameters is
presented in tab. 1. After spray calibration was completed it was possible to
simulate spray quenching process and
related heat transfer, results of which
are reported in the following section.
Quenching simulation

Figure 2. Spray mass distribution ‒ comparison with
experimental results

Main simulation was carried out
using experimental conditions reported
in [6]. In this work thin metal sheet
made of nickel alloy 600 was cooled
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by the air/water spray from initial temperature of 600 °C. Time dependent temSpray parameter
perature change was measured on the opSpray cone angle
posite side with the aim of infrared therNumber of different particle sizes
mography. Distance of the nozzle from the
3
introduced per time step
specimen varied, whereas this work deals
Number of radial parcel release
2
with case where it was 200 mm. More
locations on each nozzle hole
details can be found in [6].
Number of particles introduced
6
per nozzle ring
The same hexahedron mesh from
previous section was used. On the outlet of
computational domain constant pressure of 100,000 Pa was imposed. Turbulence was described by well-established k-epsilon model. The domain was initialized with constant temperature of 293.15 K and pressure of 100000 Pa. Implicit time integration was employed to
ensure unconditional solution stability. Solution was assumed to converge after residuals of
transport equations decrease four orders of magnitude. The pressure velocity coupling was
achieved using the combination of semi implicit methods pressure linked equations/pressure
implicit split operator (SIMPLE/PISO) algorithms. For the momentum equation minmode
relaxed differencing scheme was used with so called blending factor of 0.5 between minmode
relaxed and upwind differencing scheme, while central differencing scheme was applied to
continuity equation. Finally, upwind differencing scheme was employed for the rest of
transport equations. Evaporation of water droplets was described using Abramzon/Sirignano
evaporation model [35]. Table 2 represents most important parameters of the default case.
Droplet size distribution was assumed to be Gaussian with mean value of 8 µm and standard
deviation of 3 µm.
Along with the default case, sensitiviTable 2. Default case parameters
ty analysis was performed in which following parameters were varied: number of spray
Default case
Spray mass-flow
6 kg/h
wall interaction regimes, droplet size, dropDroplet velocity
28 m/s
let velocity and wall heat penetration coeffiHeat penetration coefficient
9000 Ws/0.5m2K
cient. In the following figures it can be seen
Droplet size
Gaussian PSD, 8 µm
that all simulation results are underestimatNumber of spray wall
4
ing heat transfer process during spray
interaction regimes
quenching. Default case represents droplet
size and velocity, as well as heat penetration coefficient matching those reported in [6].
Figure 3 shows that different impingement regimes have almost negligible influence to
simulation results. Also, droplet size plays only minor role in quenching simulation and only in
later stages. Smaller droplets are able to take more heat form the wall and consequently temperature is fairly lower compared to the default case. Experimental results are greatly overestimated in simulation and it seems it remains so in all combinations of different parameters.
Figure 4 confirms findings of previous figure. Higher droplet velocities yield lower
heat transfer due to the fact that contact time decreases with increasing velocity. As expected,
increase in heat penetration coefficient promotes better cooling. However, neither of simulation cases was able to reproduce experimental heat transfer dynamics. This brings to conclusion that implemented droplet/wall heat transfer model is maybe able to reproduce heat transfer of single droplet, but is unable to cope with effects of pronounced wall wetting, even in
the case of fairly dilute spray produced by air assisted atomizer. Also, current model is not
able to reproduce change from transition boiling regime to nucleate boiling regime, which is
Final value after
calibration
30°
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clearly observable in experiment as steep slope of the cooling curve around 0.8 second. It can
be concluded that new models are necessary in order to accurately represent effects of spray
quenching, such as correlation of Wendelstorf et al. [29].

Figure 3. Influence of impingement regimes (left) and droplet size (right) on the heat transfer during
spray quenching process

Figure 4. Influence of droplet velocity (left) and wall heat penetration coefficient (right) on the heat
transfer during spray quenching process

Simulation with new heat transfer coefficient correlation

Although correlation of Wendelstorf et al. [29] has been already implemented in the
work of Edelbauer et al. [28], this has been realized in the framework of Eulerian multiphase
approach. Present work includes adjustment of correlation for the purposes of Lagrangian
spray approach which is still prevailing in industrial applications. For the
simulation the same numerical settings as reported in previous section
were retained.
Figure 5 presents first results of
implemented heat transfer correlation
compared with quenching curve reproduced from correlation itself,
rationale for which has been given in
section Quenching heat transfer coefficient. It can be seen that surface
temperature is following trend obtained by experiment and verifies Figure 5. First results of correlation from Wendelstorf et
implemented model. Compared to the al. [29] implemented in CFD code
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available model it can be clearly seen that now it is possible to simulate dense spray quenching applications. It should be noticed that correlation also captures change from transition
boiling regime to nucleate boiling regime, which is manifested as a change of quenching
curve slope after approx. 1.2 second.
Conclusions

The object of this research was numerical investigation of spray quenching process with
the aim of determination whether existing models implemented in commercial CFD code Fire
are able to represent heat transfer dynamics. After mathematical framework was presented,
simulation settings were given together with discussion of results. Sensitivity analysis was
performed where number of spray wall interaction regimes, droplet size, droplet velocity and
wall heat penetration coefficient were varied. All simulation results underestimated heat transfer process during spray quenching, which brought the conclusion that existing droplet/wall
heat transfer model is maybe able to reproduce heat transfer of dilute spray but is unable to
cope with effects of pronounced wall wetting. In order to overcome this difficulty, more accurate heat transfer model in Lagrangian spray approach on the basis of correlation by Wendelstorf et al. [29] was developed. Correlation was used to calculate heat source for liquid phase
which is at the same time heat sink for hot wall. First results of heat transfer from solid indicate favorable outcome, whereas simulation was also successful to capture change from transition boiling regime to nucleate boiling regime.
Recommendations for future work consist of implementation of correlations for twin
fluid atomizers that are gaining in popularity in recent times, as well as implementation of
most accurate correlations piecewise for each distinct heat transfer regime.
Nomenclature
A
b
C
D
F
f
i
K
m
p
Q
S
T
T*
t
u
V
xi

‒ surface area, [m2]
‒ heat penetration coefficient,
[Ws0.5m–2K–1]
‒ model constant, [‒]
‒ diameter, [m]
‒ force, [N]
‒ mass force, [ms−2]
‒ specific internal energy of fluid, [Jkg–1]
‒ non-dimensional velocity, [‒]
‒ mass, [kg]
‒ pressure, [Pa]
‒ heat, [J]
‒ source term, [‒]
‒ temperature, [K]
‒ non-dimensional temperature, (= TW/TS), [–]
‒ time, [s]
‒ velocity, [ms–1]
‒ volume, [m3]
‒ Cartesian space co-ordinates, [m]

Greek symbols

α

Γ
λ
μ
ρ
σ
τji
φ

‒ diffusion coefficient of scalar transport
variable, [‒]
‒ thermal conductivity, [Wm‒1K‒1]
‒ dynamic viscosity, [Pas]
‒ density, [kgm–3]
‒ surface tension, [Nm–1]
‒ viscous stress tensor, [Nm–2]
‒ scalar transport variable, [‒]

Subscripts

φ ‒
b
‒
cont ‒
d
‒
dr ‒
g
‒
p
‒
S ‒
W ‒
‒


related to scalar transport variable
other external contributions
contact
droplet
drag
gravity and buoyancy
pressure
surface, saturation
wall
normal component

‒ heat transfer coefficient, [Wm‒2K‒1]
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